
Working in regulated environments and ensuring 
compliance using Xray

Overview
Ways to ensure regulatory and compliance needs

Process
Implement your own-defined project organization, with fine control over project entities
Implement fine Access control and Permissions
Use custom defects with their own semantics and decide where to store them
Define what is a requirement and track them at multiple levels
Track the relevant requirements across multiple versions and/or environments
Implement Workflows on testing entities to have explicit control over the process
Sign using e-signatures to track explicit reviewal/approval and ensure data integrity

Facilitate reviewing, also during test execution
Use detailed, trackable and yet flexible Test Planning
Track testing tasks with full Assignment and Accountability
Enable Customization to fine-tune the tool to your overall rigorous process

Data
Record all meaningful testing evidence
Ensure data persistence, history and change tracking
Ensure no data tampering
Export data in human-readible formats and automate data snapshots

Risks
Handle risks with proper Risk Management and Risk-Based Testing
Mitigate risks by fostering clarity and facilitating collaboration, including on all testing activities
Trace relationship between entities, up to the code
Facilitated diagnosis and Root-Cause Analysis

Learning
Facilitated training resources to improve knowledge and ensure a seamless adoption

Standards and regulatory requirements

Overview
Organizations working in highly regulated markets (e.g., medical/health, pharmaceutical, security, automotive, aerospace, defense), usually have to 
comply with specific standards or some regulatory requirements that apply to them and the products they are responsible for.

As an example, ensuring safety is essential for organizations developing medical devices.

A strict control over the development process (testing included), release process, and its maintenance is required. Risk management is core to all activities.

In order to have a proper auditable process in place, that is compliant with high-demanding regulatory requirements, we need to:

Ensure persistence of historical data & change tracking
Ensue that historical data cannot be tampered
Ensure that certain items can only be modified if people are allowed to do so
Ensure it's possible to identify who is responsible for what
Identify the relationship between entities
Ensure testing has been performed and that acceptance criteria has been covered
Proof of the exact testing/checks that were performed
Ensure diagnosis is facilitated and can be easily performed
Ensure effective risk management is in place

Ways to ensure regulatory and compliance needs

Process

Overall, the process must be adjustable, controllable, documentable, clear, and tasks must be repeatable and auditable. Diagnosis should also be 
facilitated, to be able to understand events. On parallel, we must be able to properly manage risks.

Among others, we need to:

implement a tailored, auditable, and controlled process (e.g., by configuring the project orgazation, by defining the semantics of entities, by 
enforcing rules & workflows for testing entities)
support planning, including at testing level (i.e., using Test Plans)
ensure tasks, including the ones derived from testing, are complete (i.e., by using tailored Xray issues)
verify and analyze software requirements from multiple perspectives
support unit, integration and system testing (i.e., by supporting diverse test automation frameworks alongside manual and exploratory testing)
enable regression testing (i.e., by having tailored Test Sets or Test Plans for that)
ensure software verification is complete (i.e., using coverage information)
document released versions, including testing effort (i.e., by generating documents containing all the relevant data, including testing evidence)



facilitate software problem resolution processes (i.e., by using reports such as the Traceability one)

Implement your own-defined project organization, with fine control over project entities

Xray supports different ways for organizing your project related items. This enables teams to adapt usage of the tool with the way they need or to the way 
they are organized functionally. But more than that: it enables teams to enforce or apply different rules to different entities.

The common scenario is to have an all-in-one approach where standard issue types (e.g. Story, Bug, Task) live alongside testing issue types (e.g. Test, 
Test Execution, Test Plan).

However, some teams prefer to have testing entities on a separate Jira project to have finer control over the process. Other teams prefer to have defects 
on a distinct project, or even on a remote Jira instance for security/business reasons.

All these possible project organization scenarios are possible and allow teams to apply more restricted rules on the related entities.

In the following scenario, two Jira projects are used: one mainly for the standard development/coding tasks and another one for testing purpose. This one 
of multiple configuration possibilities you can implement.

Even though you can be compliant with an all-in-one approach, Xray provides you the flexibility to even better suit your needs.

Learn more:

Project Organization Use Cases

Implement fine Access control and Permissions

Organizations working in regulated environments need to be able to control the access and the permissions on project artefacts, including the ones 
derived from testing activities.

Access and permissions for Jira issue based entities (i.e. Test, Pre-Condition, Test Set, Test Plan, Test Execution, Sub-Test Execution) are handled in the 
same way as for any other issue type in Jira.

It's also possible to restrict execution of Test Runs to its assignee, so that only the assignee can update its contents.

Learn more:

Advantages of using Jira issues
Configuration to restrict execution of tests to the Test Run's assignee

Use custom defects with their own semantics and decide where to store them

Semantically, and to make it clear and be able to apply different rules, it can make sense to have different issue types than the traditional "Bug."

In Xray, it's possible to define the issue types to be handled as "defects." Therefore, whenever reporting a bug, the team can use the Bug issue type or any 
other custom issue type where they need.

Defects can also be covered explicitly with tests (if configured as "requirements"/coverable issue types), for explicit verification of the underlying bug fixes.

https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Project+Organization+Use+Cases
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Advantages+of+using+Jira+issue+types+in+Test+Management#AdvantagesofusingJiraissuetypesinTestManagement-Permissions
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Miscellaneous#Miscellaneous-Restricttestsexecutiontoassignee


Defects can be reported on the same project alongside other project issues, or can be reported on a separate Jira project. Defects can also be reported on 
a separate but connected Jira instance, if you wish to do so.

Learn more:

Issue Type Mapping
Requirements and Defects

Define what is a requirement and track them at multiple levels

Projects usually have multiple levels of requirements (e.g. Epic>Story). Some broad/complex needs may be addressed in smaller requirements. Value can 
therefore be decomposed in these different layers and it's important to track it and these layers.

In Xray, a "requirement" is any issue that can be covered with tests, no matter their type. The team can define which issue types can be handled as such, 
even their own custom issue types (e.g., "Feature").

https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Issue+Type+Mapping
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Requirements+and+Defects


Xray provides multiple levels of requirements. It also provides different ways to define this hierarchical relationship (e.g., using issue links, or sub-tasks)

Epic and Story issues, usual in Agile environments, can be covered directly by testing. Coverage made on the Story issues can automatically be tracked 
on the related Epic.



Learn more:

Issue Type Mapping
Requirements and Defects

Track the relevant requirements across multiple versions and/or environments

Requirements exist beyond the scope of a specific version. Besides, a specific requirement may be used in different contexts (e.g., browsers, mobile 
devices).

Therefore we need to be able to track the  of requirements throughout time/versions and also on the different scenarios where they will be used. This status
(coverage) status is based on the integrated testing results, include the ones from test automation.

We may want to perform this analysis at high-level (i.e., project), or for a/some specific requirement(s).

Xray allows you to answer questions such as:

Are the requirements covered by any tests whatsoever?
What were the requirements tested for these version? And what's their status based on the related testing? What's their completeness?
How are the requirements implemented in an earlier version, on this new/other version?

The coverage status for requirements in Xray is multidimensional; in other words, we can analyze requirements from multiple perspectives: the latest 
testing results for version, or on a given environment, or just considering the results performed in the scope of a Test Plan.

Let's see some examples.

Accordingly with the latest reported results, all medium and major requirements are OK. However, we can see that one requirement is not covered. We 
can then drill-down if we wish, by clicking on the chart bar.

On version 1.0, 50% of the requirements related to the "Search" component are having problems. We can see that the epic BOOK-8 is 66,7% complete, 
because one of the related stories (BOOK-9) has 1 test currently failing on version 1.0.

Some related stories (BOOK-10, BOOK-11) are OK though.

https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Issue+Type+Mapping
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Requirements+and+Defects


Learn more:

Coverage Analysis
Overall Requirement Coverage Report

Implement Workflows on testing entities to have explicit control over the process

Teams can implement workflows on all Jira issue based entities (i.e. Test, Pre-Condition, Test Set, Test Plan, Test Execution, Sub-Test Execution).

This will allow them to implement rigorous processes, including on testing entities, leveraged on the flexibility of Jira workflows.

Additionally, Xray provides the ability to further restrict usage of some these entities.

Possible use cases:

have workflow status to review test specifications
implement an approval mechanism, having one or more approvers
make items "read-only" when transitioned to a certain workflow status by setting a Jira property ("jira.issue.editable")
restrict usage of Tests in a certain workflow status ( )see how
disallow executions for Test Executions in a specific status ( )see how
reopen/review Tests upon changes on related requirements ( )example
enforce that requirements cannot transition to a given status, unless they are covered or even that those tests are successful ( )example

Learn more in:

Using Jira workflows for testing purpose

Sign using e-signatures to track explicit reviewal/approval and ensure data integrity

Electronic/digital signatures are one of the common mechanisms employed to ensure that document, for example, has been reviewed by one or more 
people and that no changes happened on the signed document meanwhile.

Xray issue based entities (i.e. Test, Pre-Condition, Test Set, Test Plan, Test Execution, Sub-Test Execution) can all be digitally signed, using one of many 
available Jira apps for that purpose. This is something unique, as it provides full control over the core testing activities; not only Tests can be digitally 
signed, also Test Sets, or even Test Plans.

https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Coverage+Analysis
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Overall+Requirement+Coverage+Report
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Miscellaneous#Miscellaneous-Workflowstatuses
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Miscellaneous#Miscellaneous-Workflowstatuses
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Integration+with+ScriptRunner#IntegrationwithScriptRunner-Reopen/transitionlinkedTeststoarequirement
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Integration+with+ScriptRunner#IntegrationwithScriptRunner-Validaterequirementbeforealowingtomakeatransition
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Using+Jira+workflows+for+testing+purposes


Learn more:

available Jira apps for e-signatures

Facilitate reviewing, also during test execution

Review during or after test execution can be implemented.

In Xray, similarly to other issues, Test Execution issues have an assignee. We can use that as the main responsible for the Test Execution, perhaps for 
defining the list of tests to be run and then for reviewing its results.

The Tests to be run on Test Executions (i.e., the Test Runs) can have their own specific assignee. Therefore, we can have a Test Execution responsible 
and the individual testers performing the identified testing.

This Test Execution as a whole is assigned to Petr Gonzalez but one of the Test Runs is assigned to another user (Bruno Conde). This can be used as 
means to have one person responsible for the Test Execution and reviewing the related reported results, while at the same time allowing for someone else 
to perform the actual testing.

This enables the implementation of a reviewal process, where Test Execution related results can be reviewed after they're reported; the Test Execution 
can be transitioned to a status (e.g., "PENDING_REVIEW") and then transitioned to another one (i.e., "CLOSED") when it's reviewed.

We can also create some specific Test Run custom field (e.g., "Reviewer Comment") and make it required for all runs, or just  for the ones related to 
manual scripted test cases.

https://marketplace.atlassian.com/search?product=jira&query=signature


  

During execution of a test and its revision, we may find it useful to report a step as having an acceptable failure (e.g., "IRRELEVANT_FAIL"). We can then 
decide to mark the overall Test Run with a status (e.g., "FAIL_DISCARD") that won't mark the related requirement as being NOK, such as UNKNOWN or 
even OK if we want.



  

Use detailed, trackable and yet flexible Test Planning 

Even though plans can change (especially in an Agile context), being able to define a plan, no matter its level of detail, is something usually required.

Some testing activities, including verification, can be planned upfront.

Xray provides an entity specifically for this purpose: the Test Plan. The Test Plan can be used more strategically, to define and track and assign testing 
activities to be performed.

In Xray, teams can have one or more Test Plans to track different testing efforts, for example related with different types of tests, or different risks, or even 
explicitly for regression testing.

The Test Plan can be as detailed as needed and documents can be added and linked to it. A Test Plan is also assigned to a user; it can be prioritized, 
labelled, and be explicitly one work item of the Sprint or of the Kanban board.



In the following example, we can see the Test Plan being tracked as an item and handled as part of the Sprint, similarly to other on-going project issues.

Learn more:

Planning Tests
Tips for planning tests
Some examples of using Test Plans in Scrum context
Agile Board Enhancements

Track testing tasks with full Assignment and Accountability

Xray issues (i.e. Test, Pre-Condition, Test Set, Test Plan, Test Execution, Sub-Test Execution) can be assigned and watchers can be added to them.

That means, for example, that whenever a Test is modified, you can get notified.

https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Planning+Tests
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Tips+for+planning+tests
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Using+Xray+in+an+Agile+context#UsingXrayinanAgilecontext-DefiningthescopeofyourtestingusingTestPlans
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Agile+Board+Enhancements


Ensure issues get done by assigning them to users and tracking them using workflows (more info ahead), no matter if you're dealing with the specification 
of a test case or the execution of a bunch of tests within a given Test Execution.

Individual Test Runs can also be assigned and it's possible to notify the assignee using traditional email notifications, just like any other issue in Jira.

Learn more:

Email Notifications 

Enable Customization to fine-tune the tool to your overall rigorous process

For defining a more rigorous process, teams need the ability to customize usage of the tool.

This includes, among others, the ability to:

add custom fields on any testing entity, including all Jira issue based entities (i.e. Test, Pre-Condition, Test Set, Test Plan, Test Execution, Sub-
Test Execution) and also on Test steps and on Test Runs
implement additional customizations (e.g., using ScriptRunner, Automation for Jira, Cprime Power Apps)
integrate with other Jira apps to widen the feature set provided by Xray itself

Learn more:

Advantages of using Jira issues
Integration with ScriptRunner
Integration with Automation for Jira
Integration with Cprime Power Scripts, Power Custom Fields, and Power Actions

Data

Record all meaningful testing evidence

Teams can follow different approaches/styles for testing: scripted (i.e. test cases and "automated" test scripts) and exploratory. 

No matter the testing approach, Xray can provide visibility of testing results, including evidence, in one place: Jira.

Xray allows you to identify:

version and revision of the SUT
environment (e.g., browser, device)
test result/status
detailed results (e.g. steps)
screenshots, videos or any other file-based evidence
execution logs
any reported comments

Whenever manually executing scripted test cases, we can report results at the step level, and attach some screenshot as evidence, for example:

https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Email+Notifications
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Advantages+of+using+Jira+issue+types+in+Test+Management#AdvantagesofusingJiraissuetypesinTestManagement-CustomFields
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Integration+with+ScriptRunner
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Integration+with+Automation+for+Jira
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Integration+with+Cprime+Power+Scripts%2C+Power+Custom+Fields%2C+and+Power+Actions


Detailed information from multiple test automation frameworks can also be imported to Xray, and tracked similarly to other tests.

This includes automation frameworks such as Robot Framework, where you can see the detailed keyword-level information.

If adopting BDD frameworks, such as Cucumber, we can also see detailed information about the Gherkin statements and deep-dive into the automation 
logs or evidence (e.g., screenshots) taken by the automation.



     

Xray also supports exploratory testing using a desktop app ( ) that can integrate with Xray to bring the best of both worlds: have Xray Exploratory App
exploratory testing evidence tracked in Jira, be accessible by the team, and reflect on the related requirements.

https://docs.getxray.app/category/xea


Learn more:

Execute Tests
Vast collection of test automation tutorials showcasing integrations with Xray
Performing exploratory testing and integrating it with Xray

Ensure data persistence, history and change tracking

In order to enable auditing and facilitate diagnosis, data must be stored, and changes, whenever applicable, need to be clearly identified.

In Xray, all data is persisted and can be easily tracked using a historical timeline.

All changes on Jira issue based entities (i.e. Test, Pre-Condition, Test Set, Test Plan, Test Execution, Sub-Test Execution) are tracked similarly to other 
issue types in Jira.

One of those examples include Tests themselves.

Test Runs also have an activity section where its changes are tracked.

https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Execute+Tests
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/TTT%3A+Automation
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XEA/Perform+exploratory+testing+sessions+and+report+results+back+to+Xray


Learn more:

Test Runs

Ensure no data tampering 

Historical results (i.e. Test Run details) can't be modified. The same applies to past changes made on Jira issue based entities (i.e. Test, Pre-Condition, 
Test Set, Test Plan, Test Execution, Sub-Test Execution).

It is also possible to make Xray issue-based entities read-only. Besides, test specification cannot be modified during execution of the related test.

Export data in human-readible formats and automate data snapshots

All core entities, including Test Runs (i.e. results), can be exported to PDF, Word, or Excel documents, using fully customizable documents in terms of 
layout. 

This is a way to obtain a formal, readable, copy of the relevant test data, no matter if it's related to test specification or execution.

Two options exist to achieve this: either using the built-in  capabilities, or by using the more complete and general purpose Document Generator Xporter 
.App

You can start by defining a template, or downloading  and customizing an existing one from the , with all the data to be embedded, logos template store
and other information (e.g., legal disclaimers)

https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Test+Runs
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Document+Generator
https://www.getxporter.app/
https://www.getxporter.app/
https://store.xporter.xpand-it.com/


  

With Xporter and DocGen it's possible to export the information of an issue (e.g., a Test Plan), right from the issue screen (among other places).



With Xporter it's also possible to export issues in bulk; this can be useful to export a set of Tests or Test Executions, for example.

With any of the two solutions, and just for reference, it's possible to:

generate a custom PDF document with test cases and their specification, and the link to the related requirements (e.g., the typical "notebook of 
tests)
generate a custom Word document with the current detailed results of a Test Plan, and all related iterations (i.e. Test Executions)

With Xporter it's possible to automate the generation of these documents and, for example, generate them upon a transition of a workflow, or attach to an 
existing Confluence page, or even send them to some email.



Learn more:

Built-in Document Generator
Xporter app
Xporter Template Store

Risks

Handle risks with proper Risk Management and Risk-Based Testing

Handling risks is an intrinsic part of good testing and is essential to organizations that work in highly regulated environments. 

Xray supports Risk-Based Testing (RBT) and allows you to define risks at different levels: project, requirement or at the test-level.

Depending on the exact need, implementation of risk management can be accomplished using Jira built-in capabilities or through an additional app.

No matter the approach, we can use risks to pick the requirements and/or the Tests that we need based on risk criteria.

https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Document+Generator
https://www.getxporter.app/
https://store.xporter.xpand-it.com/


Whenever risks are defined at requirement level, we can analyze coverage for all requirements on our project and, for example, decide to make a release 
or not based on the status of the most critical requirements.

Learn more:

Performing Risk-Based Testing (RBT) with Xray
Risk Management
Risk-Based Testing

Mitigate risks by fostering clarity and facilitating collaboration, including on all testing activities

The best way to avoid misunderstandings is to clarify them ASAP and make sure doubts don't get lost. This is, in itself, a way of risk mitigation.

Comments and evidence (e.g., reference documentation) can be added on all Xray issue based entities (i.e. Test, Pre-Condition, Test Set, Test Plan, Test 
Execution, Sub-Test Execution) and also on Test Runs.

https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Performing+Risk-Based+Testing+%28RBT%29+with+Xray
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Risk+Management
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Risk-Based+Testing


  

If your team decides you need one or more specific fields to embed some relevant information, then you can create custom fields on all of the previous 
entities, including on Test Steps and also on Test Runs, if you wish to do so. 



  

Learn more:

Advantages of using Jira issue types in Test Management
Configuring Test Step Custom Fields
Configuring Test Run Custom Fields

Trace relationship between entities, up to the code

Xray provides full traceability between requirements, tests, their runs, and reported defects. This traceability not only provides the relation between the 
entities but also their status based on testing. 

Traceability can be evaluated for a specific version and/or a specific environment, as its contents will depend on the testing results obtained for that 
specific context.

In the following screenshot, we can see an Epic that is NOK on version 1.0 even though one of the related Story issues is OK. In this example, the latest 
result for one of the tests (BOOK-23) that cover the Epic was a failure. It's also possible to see that a defect (BOOK-32) has been reported on that Test 
Run.

https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Advantages+of+using+Jira+issue+types+in+Test+Management
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Configuring+Test+Step+Custom+Fields
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY/Configuring+Test+Run+Custom+Fields


This helps auditing and diagnosing, knowing exactly what is impacting on what.

In Jira we can even look at the code of the requirements (e.g., Epic or Story issues) to facilitate analysis. The same can also be applied to automated tests 
that will have a corresponding Test issue that we can reference on the code commits. This helps analyze if a potential reported bug is on the features or 
even on the test automation code.

Facilitated diagnosis and Root-Cause Analysis

Root Cause Analysis (RCA) involves answering questions like these:



What is the root of a problem? cause 
When was a problem introduced?
Why was the problem introduced?
Where was the problem introduced at?
How can it be prevented to happen in the future?

Xray helps answer these questions in multiple ways, using all the capabilities mentioned earlier.

To find when a problem was introduced, for example, we can look at coverage information which can be used to identify the status of the requirement on 
each version.  We can then use the Traceability Report or the Test Runs List Report to see in which revision it was reported, comments and other testing 
evidence left.

Learn more:

[Xray] Xray's features for handling Root Cause Analysis

Learning

Facilitated training resources to improve knowledge and ensure a seamless adoption

Understanding a tool, how it works, its recommend use, possible configurations and extensions/integrations is essential to make the most out of it and fine 
tune it to the team and overall process needs.

Besides the extensive user guide documentation available online, there are also many courses on Xray Academy to understand not only Xray essentials 
but also more specific/advanced topics, such as test automation.

Learn more:

Xray Academy
Xray server/datacenter user guide

Standards and regulatory requirements
Standards and regulation that apply to organizations depend on the sector(s) they are working at and the type of products being developed and maintained.

For Medical Device Regulation (MDR), for example, these are some of the potential standards to consider:

ISO 13485
IEC 62304:2006
ISO 14791:2019
US FDA CFR Part 11

https://docs.getxray.app/display/ProductKB/%5BXray%5D+Xray%27s+features+for+handling+Root+Cause+Analysis
https://academy.getxray.app/
https://docs.getxray.app/display/XRAY
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